
Year Group: 9 Subject: Core PE  Term: Summer  
Sport  Key Learning points Assessment 

 
 
Cricket  

1. Effective running between the wickets. Re-cap on What is ‘in’ and what is ‘out’ 

2. Further develop shot technique (pull and front foot drive) 
3. Introduction to chasing the ball, pick up and throw 
4. Recapping on fielding technique – long barrier, short barrier, one handed intercept   
5. Recapping on shot technique (cut shot and back foot drive) 

6. On drive – head and shoulder move first, body follows, keep the face open, high elbow  

7. Consolidate fielding techniques under increasing pressure 

8. Bowling - changing line and length according to batter and field restrictions  

 

 
 
Students will be assessed during 
the course of the scheme of 
work by the teacher on a lesson 
by lesson basis.  
Students will be given verbal 
feedback on how to improve 

their performance.  
 
 
Rounders  

1. Effective running between the wickets. Re-cap on What is ‘in’ and what is ‘out’ 

2. Further develop shot technique (pull and front foot drive) 
3. Introduction to chasing the ball, pick up and throw 
4. Recapping on fielding technique – long barrier, short barrier, one handed intercept   
5. Recapping on shot technique (cut shot and back foot drive) 

6. On drive – head and shoulder move first, body follows, keep the face open, high elbow  

7. Consolidate fielding techniques under increasing pressure 

8. Bowling - changing line and length according to batter and field restrictions  

 
 
Athletics  

1. Be able to independently warm up for each event 
2. Complete a standing throw for javelin and know how to develop the technique for maximum distance (cross 

over) and in competitive situations ( run up) 
3. Know tactics relating to each event 
4. Know how the event is measured and timed 
5. Know rules and regulations relating to competitions 

 

 

 


